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ABSTRACT 

 

Child prostitution and the sexual trafficking of children is humanities greatest 

crime.  The number of children becoming involved in the child sex trade is 

increasing at an alarming rate.  The age at which the children are joining the sex 

trade is decreasing quickly. The profit potential in the life of a child prostitution 

is huge. So it is the risk of disease and death. The main objective is the study about 

child prostitution. In India nearly 30%  of prostitutes are children. Poverty ranks 

are very high, as a major factor that forces children to be prostitutes. Human 

trafficking and deception are the other factors that cause child prostitution 

especially in foreign.  Children are used as a selling item. Female children 

situation is so pathetic, forcing the children to involve in child prostitution. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

The Child prostitution may be a prostitution involving a toddler and it's a sort of commercial 

sexual exploitation of youngsters. The term normally refers to postitution of minors, or persons 

under the majority of consent. the most objectives of the study is that the realize child 

prostitution. The cause and effect of proostitution include physical injuries like gynaecological 

problems, emotional trauma,Addiction issues and psychological state problems like depression, 

eating disorders,suicidal ideation and self harm. 

The Government initiatives towards girl children is protection of youngsters from sexual 

Offences (posco) Act 2012. The immoral traffic prevention Act(ITPA)Guimurial Law 

Amendment. Factors affecting the youngsters are pregnancy, mental disease, drug abuse and 

violence. Child prostitution likem other sorts of child sexual assault isn't only a explanation for 

death and high morbidity in millions oof children. Child prostitution has beeenn cintroversial. 

Nowadays child prostitution goes to be legalised. Ambivalent attitudes towards child 

prostitution are a part of the feminist discussion for over a century. In U.S.A. legal penalty for 

participating in prostitution of youngsters includes 5 to twenty years in prison. Prostitution is 

prohibited under Tai law but Karaoke bars and bars and massage parlours are often registered 

as a traditional legal business. 

 

OBJECTIVES: 

 

● To understand child prostitution causes greater impact on the society. 

● To analyse which factors that affect the children to involve in child prostitution. 

● To study about child prostitution whether it is considered as a culture in a box. 

● To find out in which countries child prostitution is happening for children more. 

            

REVIEW OF LITERATURE: 

 

● In this article(Mikhail) Susananne, Louis B, Mikhail in the year 2002. Both child 

marriage and child prostitution involve in econmic transactions. Child prosstitution is 

happen for especially children. Because of this children lose their freedom and their 

rights were violated. children's entire life is lost. 

● In this article (Guinn)Guinn, David E in the year Feb 16th 2006.  Sexually trafficking 

the children for sexual exploitation.  In this there is enormous complexity. Focus of the 
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prostitute user is only feeds and demands the customers.  By this prostitution  the 

children are only affected. 

● In this article (Mitchell et al.)Mitchell, Kimberly J.et.al, in the year 2010. Child 

prosttitution is influential in determining commercial sexual exploitations delinquents. 

Against the child prostitution young girls are the victims not the men. 

● In this article(Nkhoma and Charnley) MKhoma, Pearson Helen charnley in the year 

2018.  All the countries are developing in so many things.  But they own the idea of 

abolishing Crime against women. Feminist largely ignorning the involvement in 

economically but poorest.Countries where there is no safety for children as well as  

women. Inequality in the country. Child prostitution is a social justic against minor girls. 

● In this article(Spongberg) spongberg Mary in the year 1997. Child prostitution is wide 

spread problem in all country. Men who involved in sexual relationship with minor 

girls. They will be affected by some disease.  

● In this article (Calder)Martin C. Calder in the year 2008. There should be awareness 

regarding child prostitution among public people., It should be known to all the people. 

Young people are involved in child prostitution. It has become a profession. Everyone 

should know the problems faced by the minor girls in the society. 

● In this article(Sorajjakool) sorajjakool, siroj  Haworth in the year 2003. Anticipating 

children were being coerced in prostitution prior before the age of eighteen.  There is a 

entry level group one girl shouldn’t enter into prostitution until twenty seven. Now a 

days children at the age of fourteen, fifteen by  forcing them  so the children  enter in 

child prostitution. 

● In this article(Ahan) Ahan, Farnoosh Rezae in the year 2014. Children are trafficked 

and kidnapped to neighbouring countries and sold for money. Children working 

prostitutes as a part time job. To protect children especially minor girls from that work. 

● In  this article (Willis and Levy)Brain M Willis Barry S Levy MD in the year 2002. 

Child prostitution is  significant global proble.  World wide one milliion of Children are 

forced into prostitution every year. 

● In this article (Goddard et al.)chris Goddard, Lillian De Bortoli Bernadette J.Saunderas 

Joe Tucci in the year 2005 child prostitution represents example of lexical redescription 

form of textual abuse. Chiold prostitution as the sexual exploitation and abuse of the 

vulnerability and or trust of a child for sexual purpose. 

● In this article (Brown)Alyson brown, Encylopedia in the year 2004 Generally child 

prostitution involvement of commercial sex means of  sexual transactions for the 
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purpose of money. Problem of Child prostitution conforms far from abating incidence 

higher than ever. 

●  In this article(Finkelhor)  in the year 1994 child prostitution industry in the world. 

Children are mass produced goods. Asia is the center of child sex industry. Need for a 

global proclamation that child prostitutition is no longer acceptable. 

● In this article(Muecke)  in the year 1992.The heterosexual transmission of AIDS 

through prostitution has exposed the shallowness of our understanding of prostitution 

as a sociocultural phenomenon. past decade or so, the simultaneous rapid growth of 

prostitution as a lucrative sex industry and of the Thai economy as an emerging newly 

industrialized (NIC) have, paradoxically, enabled female prostitutes to conserve the 

basic institutions of society.  

● Female child prostitution is an epidemic that rouches every corner of the world. Alway 

the female child is usually find her way into prostitution by beingbought kidnapped, 

tricked sold by her parents or traded. 

● In this article (Lau)carmerm Lau in the year 2008 child prostitution is an old and global 

problem. It deprives children of their childhood, human rights and dignity. Generally 

child prostitution is a common problem in central and Sourth Amercia and Asia.         
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ANALYSIS  

 

 

 

Legend:  The fig 1 shows Age and Income group of the respondent and their opinion towards 

child prostitution is considered as a culture in a box 
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Legend: The fig 2 shows the Age and Education qualification of the respondent and their 

opinion towards child prostitution causes greater impact on the society. 
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Legend: The fig 3 shows the Education qualification and income group of  the respondent and 

their opinion towards which countries the child prostitution is happening for children. 
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Legend: The fig 4 shows the education qualification and income group of the respondent and 

their opinion towards rate the level of child prostitution in the society. 
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Legend: The fig5 shows age and occupation of their respondent and their opinion towards 

which countries the child prostitution is happening for children most. 
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Legend: The fig 6 shows education qualification and income group of the respondent and their 

opinion towards the factors which affects the children to involve in child prostitution. 
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Legend: The fig 7 shows education qualification and income group of the respondent and their 

opinion towards accepting child prostitution that causes greater impact on the society. 
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Legend : The fig 8 shows the age and education qualification of respondent and their opinion 

towards which countries the child prostitution is happening for children. 
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Legend : The fig 9 shows the age and occupation of the respondent and their opinion towards 

child prostitution considered as a culture in a box. 

 

 

RESULTS 

  

● The fig 1 shows there were no age group of respondent and no income group below18 

standard opinion is child prostitution is a culture in a box it is strongly disagree by the 

respondent. 

● The fig  2 shows there were no age group of respondent below 18. Standard opinion is  

child prostitution causes greater impact on the society it is strongly accepting . 

● The fig  3 shows that the education qualification and the income group of the respondent 

and the standard opinion is child prostitution is happening for the children in all the 

country. 
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●  The fig 4 shows the education qualification and the income group of the respondent 

and the standard opinion is the level of child prostitution in the society is 75-100 ,50-

75 percentage. 

● The fig 5 shows the age and occupation of the respondent and their standard opinion is 

all the countries child prostitution is happening for children. 

● The fig 6 Shows education qualification and income group of the respondent and their 

standard opinion is all of these factors that affect the children to in child prostitution. 

● The fig 7 shows education qualification and income group of the respondent and their 

standard opinion is neutral child prostitution that causes greater impact on the society. 

● The fig 8 shows age and education qualification of the respondent and their standard 

opinion is all the countries child prostitution is happening for the children . 

● The fig 9 shows age and education qualification of the respondent and their standard 

opinion is child prostitution is considered as a culture in a box. 

 

DISCUSSION  

 

1. From this survey fig 1 it is observed that majority of the people says strongly disagree 

that the child prostitution can’t be considered as a culture in a box. Because of child 

prostitution entire society and life of children (girl) spoiled. So it can’t be considered as 

a culture no age group of people below 18 is respondent. 

2. From this survey fig 2 it is observed that most of the people says somewhat it is strongly 

not accepting and somewhat it is strongly accepting child prostitution that causes greater 

impact on the society so neutral. No age group of people below 18 is respondent. 

3. From this survey fig 3 it is observed that majority of people says all the countries child 

prostitutes is happening for the countries all the degree holders and schooling students 

says all the countries child prostitution problem is there. 

4. From this survey fig 4 it is observed that all the degree holders and schooling students 

are majority based they say 75-100 percentage. Child prostitution is happening in the 

society. 

5. From this survey it is observed in fig 5 no respondents from the age group of below 18. 

The age group 18-35; 35-50; 50 and above people says all the countries child 

prostitution is happening for children. Only very few people say only in India it is 

happening. 
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6. From this survey it is observed in fig 6 all the degree holders says factors that affect the 

children to involve in child prostitution is poverty, compulsion,economic inequality, 

Lack of society and all of these affect the children to involve in prostitution. 

7. From this survey it is observed in fig 7 all the degree holders and illiterate people 

strongly accepting as well as strongly not accepting neutral child prostitution cause 

greater impact on the society. 

8. From this survey it is observed that in fig 8 no respondent below 18. Age and education 

qualification of the respondent and their standard opinion is all the countries child 

prostitution is happening for girl children. Only a few people speak only in a particular 

country and only in India. 

9. From this survey it is observed that in fig 9 no respondent below 18. Age and occupation 

of the respondent and their standard opinion is strongly disagree child prostitution 

culture in a box. 

 

METHODOLOGY: 

 

The research method followed here is empirical research. A total of 200 samples have been 

taken out of which is taken through convenient sampling. The sample frame taken by the 

researcher is public areas and bus stands. The independent variable taken here is age, income, 

Education qualification and occupation.  The dependent variables are whether child prostitution 

is considered as a culture in a box, which factors that affect the children to involve in child 

prostitution, Child prostitutition causes greater impact on the society.  The statistical tool used 

by the researcher is correlational analysis and graphical representation 

 

LIMITATION: 

 

The major limitation of my study is the sample frame.  The sample frame in bus stand and local 

areas have no root for child prostitution. It is also one of the major drawbacks.  The restrictive 

area of sample size is also another major drawback.  The Physical factors are the most impactful 

and a major factor limiting the study. 

 

CONCLUSION: 
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From all the analysis part from the research it's found that the kid prostitution may be a global 

problem. Minor girls are affected in child prostitution. Children physical and psychological 

condition was very bad. Every a part of the planet is suffering from child prostitution. The 

country which give hand to child prostitution will get curse. Here my suggestion is that  

government should get severe action to destroy child prostitution. 
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